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The Federal Supreme Court (F S C) has been convened on 28.8.2018
headed by the Judge Madhat Al-Mahmood and membership of Judges,
Jaafar Nasir Hussein, Akram Taha Mohammed, Akram Ahmed
Baban, Mohammed Saib Al-nagshabandi, Aboud Salih Al-temimi,
Michael Shamshon Qas Georges, Hussein Abbas Abu Al-Temman
and Mohammed Rajab Al-Kubaisi who authorized in the name of the
people to judge and they made the following decision:
Informer : (ain. ha. ha. shin.) his general agent (mim. ha. dad.)
Informer Against : (ha. kaf. mim.)
The Request:
The agent of the informer (ain. ha. ha.) the agent (mim. ha.) request
under his public agency certified by the notary public in Abbasiyah by
the public No. (2080) on 7/6/2018 from the FSC claiming that the
informer against has elected himself to the Iraqi House of
Representation In the list of Alhikmah in Karbala in sequence (2) and
where the above elect have cases against him before the Court of
Integrity of Babylon and also before the Court of the investigation of
Babylon, so request to stop his juror in front of the Iraqi House of
Representatives until the settlement of investigative cases against him.
Thankful and appreciation.
The request was under scrutiny and deliberation from the FSC and
issued the following decision:
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The Decision
When scrutiny and deliberation by FSC fond that the found that the
jurisdiction of the Court is defined in article (93) of the Constitution of
the Republic of Iraq in the year 2005 and in the article (4) of the FSC
law No. (30) of 2005 and not including the request of the agent of the
informer to stop the juror of the elected to the Iraqi House of
Representatives in front of the Iraqi House of Representatives for the
reasons contained in his request, his request is the duty of reject by the
competent authority so the FSC decided to reject the request and issued
the decision by binding agreement on 28/8/2018.
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